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(54) POWER PLUG

(57) A power plug for coupling an electrical appliance
to an electrical power supply, comprising: a current sen-
sor, configured to measure current supplied through the
plug to the electrical appliance; a voltage sensor, config-
ured to measure voltage supplied through the plug to the
electrical appliance; a processor configured to: deter-

mine power consumption data from data relating to the
current and voltage measurements made by the current
and voltage sensors; and monitor the performance of the
electrical appliance using the power consumption data;
and a transmitter, configured to transmit information re-
lating to the performance of the electrical appliance.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is based upon and claims the benefit of priority from prior United Kingdom Application number
1701835.9 filed on February 3, 2017, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to a power plug, and more particularly to a power plug for coupling an electrical
appliance to an electrical power supply.

BACKGROUND

[0003] It is desirable for various reasons to know the performance, and optionally the status (e.g. "on" or "off"), of an
AC or DC appliance or of a piece of equipment that is connected as a load to an AC or DC power source, and optionally
to turn the load or appliance on or off.
[0004] Numerous power-monitoring devices are available which connect externally between the power source and
load, or within the plug of the said load.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] For a more complete understanding of the invention, reference is made to the following description and ac-
companying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is an internal block diagram of a power plug according to an embodiment, where the diagram also shows the
connections of the plug to the outside world;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a power plug according to an embodiment, where FIG. 2(a) and FIG. 2(b) are
visualizations of the same smarter plug from two different isometric angles, where the diagrams also show the
external case 2, and the connection of the plug pins 1 and power cord gland 3;

FIG. 3 is an exploded view showing internal components of a power plug according to an embodiment, where the
diagram shows the internal printed circuit location in relation to fixed items such as the plug pins 2 and the power
cord gland 6;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method of monitoring performance of an appliance coupled to a plug;

FIG. 5 shows a visualization of a typical washing machine fault developing, where the top graph depicts normal
operation, the middle graph depicts data of a washing machine drain pipe being restricted to a 2mm opening, and
the bottom graph depicts the data from the same washing machine when the drain pipe is completely blocked;

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of another method of monitoring performance of an appliance coupled to a plug.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006] According to an embodiment, there is provided a power plug for coupling an electrical appliance to an electrical
power supply, comprising:

a current sensor, configured to measure current supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance;
a voltage sensor, configured to measure voltage supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance;
a processor configured to:

determine power consumption data from data relating to the current and voltage measurements made by the
current and voltage sensors;
monitor the performance of the electrical appliance using the power consumption data;
a transmitter, configured to transmit information relating to the performance of the electrical appliance.
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[0007] The terms "monitoring condition" and "monitoring performance" are used interchangeably in the present appli-
cation to refer to monitoring whether a fault has developed in the appliance, for example in one or more components of
the appliance.
[0008] Monitoring the performance of the electrical appliance may comprise repeatedly generating a feature set using
the power consumption data, wherein the feature sets comprise one or more features, and comparing each generated
feature set to comparison data.
[0009] The comparison data may be generated using one or more feature sets previously generated using power
consumption data from previously measured current and voltage data. Alternatively, the comparison data may be stored
data obtained from a manufacturer or from measurements of a similar appliance for example.
[0010] Repeatedly generating a feature set may comprise extracting a portion of the power consumption data at regular
time intervals. Comparing each generated feature set to comparison data may comprise comparing the feature set
corresponding to the current time interval with a feature set generated for one or more previous time intervals. The
previous time intervals may be any previously recorded time interval or an average over two or more previously recorded
time intervals for example. Alternatively, the comparison data may be stored data obtained from a manufacturer or from
measurements of a similar appliance for example.
[0011] Repeatedly generating a feature set may comprise monitoring the power consumption data for an event, ex-
tracting a portion of the power consumption data, the portion being identified using the event and extracting the feature
set from the portion. Comparing each generated feature set to comparison data may comprise comparing the feature
set extracted from the portion to a feature set generated using one or more feature sets generated for previously extracted
portions. The previous portions may be any previously recorded portions or an average over two or more previously
recorded portions for example. Alternatively, the comparison data may be stored data obtained from a manufacturer or
from measurements of a similar appliance for example.
[0012] The processor may be further configured to identify a decrease in performance when a difference between the
current generated feature set and the comparison data passes a threshold difference.
[0013] The processor may be further configured to determine the status of the appliance.
[0014] The power plug may further comprise a memory module, comprising non-volatile memory and configured to
store the generated feature sets.
[0015] The feature set may comprise information relating to a switch on frequency of one or more components of the
electrical appliance. For example, the information may comprise an average switch on frequency. The information may
comprise one or more of: the number of times the component switches on in a fixed time period, the average number
of times the component switches on in a fixed time period where the average is taken over a longer fixed time period,
the time between a switch on and switch off, and the average time between a switch on and switch off.
[0016] The feature set may alternatively or additionally comprise information relating to one or more of: a duration of
switch on time of one or more components of the electrical appliance, information relating to an event during an operation
cycle, amount of power consumed over a period of time, amount of power consumed at regular intervals during a time
period identified using an event, duration of an event, and time of occurrence of an event within an operation cycle.
[0017] In an embodiment, the current sensor is configured to measure current supplied through the plug to the electrical
appliance at a first sampling frequency and the voltage sensor is configured to measure voltage supplied through the
plug to the electrical appliance at a second sampling frequency. The first and second sampling frequency may be the
same. In an embodiment, the second sampling frequency is greater than or equal to 1 MHz.
[0018] The power plug may further comprise an analogue to digital converter, configured to digitize the current and
voltage measurements.
[0019] The power plug may further comprise an electronically controlled switch configured to allow power supply to
the electrical appliance in a first configuration and prevent power supply to the electrical appliance in a second config-
uration. The processor may be further configured to instruct the switch to transition from the first configuration to the
second configuration in response to an instruction received at the communication module or in response to an identified
decrease in performance or in response to user input.
[0020] The power plug may further comprise a display module, configured to display when a decrease in performance
is identified. The display module may comprise one or more LEDs, for example.
[0021] The power plug may further comprise an isolation component, wherein the voltage sensor is coupled to the
processor through the isolation component.
[0022] The power plug may further comprise removable non-volatile memory configured to store the power consumption
data and generated feature sets. In an embodiment, the performance is monitored in real-time.
[0023] The communication module may be configured to communicate with other locally networked devices. In an
embodiment, the communication module is configured to communicate over an internet connection.
[0024] In an embodiment, the plug is configured to record voltage spikes, surges, brief dropouts and/or other pertur-
bations of the supply line.
In an embodiment, the plug is built into a plug-body. In an embodiment, the plug incorporates certain monitoring capa-
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bilities, including monitoring the voltage signal (e.g. allowing the power factor, i.e. phase shift to be determined) and/or
analysing the data (for example to determine performance). In an embodiment, the plug is connected to a network (for
example the internet) and is configured to upload data to a remote system (for example a cloud system) for additional
analysis. In an embodiment, the plug is configured to allow the connected appliance to be switched on or off remotely..
[0025] In an embodiment, the plug is able to communicate with external devices while the connected appliance is in
operation. In an embodiment, the plug is able to control the operational status of the connected appliance or load by
turning the said appliance on or off. In an embodiment, the plug is able to receive instructions and/or have an internal
embedded program running on the microcontroller changed while the appliance is in operation.
[0026] The present invention relates generally to a "smart" power plug for an electrical appliance, which may be user
re-wireable for example.
[0027] In particular, one or more miniature printed circuit boards may be assembled into the plug body such that the
AC or DC electricity from an electrical socket passes through the fused mains input pins to the appliance power cord
directly.
[0028] In an embodiment, the plug is able to read the voltage and current, being consumed by the appliance, at high
frequency to store, analyse and communicate the performance of the appliance. In an embodiment, the plug is also
capable of turning the appliance on or off when instructed by the internal microcontrollers and/or external sources.
Furthermore, the plug may be able to infer the performance of the appliance over time in order to determine whether
the appliance is operating efficiently. By way of example only, the plug may be able to analyse and store one or more
feature sets of the appliance. The feature sets may then be subsequently compared to the current performance of the
appliance, where a substantial deviation from the historical feature sets is able to trigger a communication, for example
with the user, to warn of a potential fault developing within the appliance being monitored.
[0029] In the AC or DC power monitoring device, the entire electronic circuit may be self-contained within a standard
AC or DC plug body, being any type of conventional plug used for 110 volt, 220 volt or other AC or DC voltages as
specified by IEC TR 60083:2015 or other such bodies for example. The plug may be able to communicate with various
other networked devices and furthermore to determine the performance of the attached device.
[0030] According to another embodiment, there is provided an electrical appliance, comprising the power plug.
[0031] According to another embodiment, there is provided a method of monitoring performance of an electrical ap-
pliance coupled to a power plug comprising:

measuring current supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance;
measuring voltage supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance;
determining power consumption data from data relating to the current and voltage measurements made by the
current and voltage sensors;
monitoring the performance of the electrical appliance using the power consumption data;
transmitting information relating to the performance of the electrical appliance.

[0032] According to another embodiment, there is provided a carrier medium comprising computer readable code
configured to cause a computer to perform the method.
[0033] The method is a computer-implemented method. Since some methods in accordance with embodiments can
be implemented by software, some embodiments encompass computer code provided to a general purpose computer
on any suitable carrier medium. The carrier medium can comprise any storage medium such as a floppy disk, a CD
ROM, a magnetic device or a programmable memory device, or any transient medium such as any signal e.g. an
electrical, optical or microwave signal. The carrier medium may comprise a non-transitory computer readable storage
medium.
[0034] Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a power plug according to an embodiment. The plug may be an intelligent,
self-contained, in-line electrical plug encapsulating a number of miniature printed circuit boards assembled into the plug
body A, such that the AC or DC electricity from an electrical socket passes through the fused mains input pins 1, to the
appliance power cord B directly. The power plug may be an AC or DC power plug. Appliances with a DC power supply
may include emergency lightning or intruder alarms for example.
[0035] In an embodiment, the plug is also user re-wireable through the terminal block 2. In an alternative embodiment,
the plug is directly connected to the appliance power cord B during manufacturing. The circuit boards comprise one or
more of: one or more power supplies 3; one or more microcontrollers 9; one or more current and voltage sensors 4; one
or more analogue to digital converters 7; one or more electronic switches 5 such as a relay; one or more illuminated
indicators and/or one or more user interaction switches 12; one or more communication devices 10; and may further
comprise removable storage 11.
[0036] The one or more power supplies 3 are connected to VDDn and GND lines. These lines supply power to one or
more components within the plug. VDDn comprises a number of DC power supplies at different voltages that power the
various chips inside the power plug. Different chips may have different voltage requirements. In an embodiment, three
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different voltages are used (3.3V, 1.8V and 1.5V). The VDD connection to the chips is not shown in the diagram.
[0037] In an embodiment, the plug is able to read voltage and current at high frequency to store, analyse and com-
municate the performance of the appliance. In an embodiment, the plug is also capable of turning the appliance on or
off when instructed by the internal microcontrollers and/or external sources. Furthermore, the plug may be able to infer
the performance of the appliance over time in order to determine whether the appliance is operating efficiently. By way
of example only, the plug is able to analyse and store the performance of an appliance and compare its current perform-
ance to historical data, whether the historical data is located within the plug or remotely stored on the network or external
servers as described in more detail below.
[0038] The power plug is suitable for coupling an electrical appliance to an electrical power supply. The electrical
power supply may be a mains power supply or a DC power supply for example. The plug may be wired to the electrical
appliance. The plug comprises two or more input pins 1, which couple to conductive elements in a power supply socket
(not shown) when the plug is connected to the power supply socket. The plug shown in Figure 1 comprises a live, neutral
and earth pin, but any kind of plug design may be used. The plug design may depend on the country.
[0039] The plug further comprises a current sensor, configured to measure current supplied through the plug to the
electrical appliance, and a voltage sensor, configured to measure voltage supplied through the plug to the electrical
appliance. The current and voltage sensor are shown housed in a single element 4 in the diagram, but may be separately
located. The current sensor may be a differential type sensor (such as a differential Hall Effect sensor), a magnetic pick-
up device using a current sensing inductor, or a low value resistor for example. The voltage sensor may be any component
that outputs a low voltage signal that is representative and proportional to the input voltage, for example a voltage divider.
[0040] The current and voltage sensors 4 are electrically connected to the live and/or neutral line, between the input
pins 1 and an output power cable B connected to the electrical appliance. One or more further components (such as
one or more electronic switches 5 and/or a terminal block 2) may optionally be coupled between the sensors 4 and the
cable B. One or more further components may optionally be coupled between the sensors 4 and the input pins 1.
[0041] The mains signal may comprise a single phase signal comprising a single current and voltage signal, a split
phase (or dual phase) signal comprising two current signals and two voltage signals, or a three phase signal comprising
three current signals and three voltage signals. Each signal may be measured by a current or voltage sensor and
analysed in order to monitor performance of the appliance. For example, in a split phase system there is a Live1, Live2
and Neutral signal pair, and there is a sensor pair for each voltage.
[0042] The current sensor is configured to measure current supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance at a
first sampling frequency and the voltage sensor is configured to measure voltage supplied through the plug to the
electrical appliance at a second sampling frequency. The second sampling frequency may be greater than or equal to
1MHz for example. The first and second sampling frequency may be the same. Thus the current and voltage sensors
may sample the current and voltage supplied to the electrical appliance through the plug at a read or sampling frequency,
generating the current and voltage data. The current and voltage sensors may optionally be coupled to one or more
ADCs 7, which digitize the sampled current and voltage data.
[0043] An isolation barrier element 6 may optionally be included between the current and voltage sensors and the
further analysis components such as the ADC 7 and a processor 9. The isolation barrier 6 protects the ADC 7 and
processor 9 from the high voltage or current electricity inputted to the plug from the power supply, and may be a physical
separation or one or more electronic isolation components for example.
[0044] The ADC 7 outputs the data to a processor 9, which in this case is a microcontroller 9 but may be any suitable
processing device or devices. The microcontroller unit 9 may further comprise one or more of a real-time clock, a memory,
power supply, voltage and/or current conditioning circuits and filters, isolating circuits, non-volatile memory, and fixed
or removable data storage for example. The processor 9 is configured to determine power consumption data from data
relating to the current and voltage measurements made by the current and voltage sensors, and to monitor the perform-
ance of the electrical appliance using the power consumption data.
[0045] The plug further comprises a transmitter 10, labelled "comms devices" in the figure. The comms device 10 is
configured to transmit information relating to the performance of the electrical appliance. The processor 9 outputs
information relating to the performance of the appliance to the comms device 10, which then transmits the information,
for example over a network. The comms device 10 may be further configured to receive transmitted information from
external devices over a network.
[0046] The plug may optionally comprise removable or fixed storage 11, which receives data from the processor 9
and stores the data. The storage 11 may store further information used for processing the power consumption data, for
example a set of benchmark features and/or one or more threshold values for example. The storage may store further
information including historic data or features, as will be described below for example.
[0047] The plug may optionally comprise a switch control 12, which may be configured to receive a signal from the
processor 9 and/or communication device 10 and/or as a result of direct input from a user. The switch control 12 is
connected to electronic switches 5 which are connected between the current and voltage sensors 4 and the terminal
block 2 to the cable B. The switches 5 may be one or more relay switches. The switch control 12 is configured to control
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the electronic switches 5 to switch the appliance on and off in response to input received at the switch control 12 from
the processor 9 and/or the communication device 10 and/or user. The connection between the electronic switches 5
and the switch control 12 is through the isolation barrier 6. The switches 5 and switch control 12 are thus configured to
allow power supply to the electrical appliance in a first configuration and prevent power supply to the electrical appliance
in a second configuration, and the processor 9 is further configured to instruct the switch control to transition the switch
from the first configuration to the second configuration in response to an instruction received at the communication
module 10 or in response to an identified decrease in performance identified at the processor 9 or in response to input
from a user.
[0048] The plug may optionally comprise one or more illuminators 12. The illuminators 12 may be one or more LEDs
for example. The illuminators may be configured to illuminate in response to an instruction from the processor 9 and/or
the communication device 10. The illuminators 12 are an example of a display module. An alternative type of display
module may be used, for example a screen.
[0049] The power consumption data may be one or more of a real power, apparent power or RMS power signal
calculated at the processor 9 from the current and voltage data, and may be calculated using windows corresponding
to 1 or more mains cycles for example.
[0050] In an embodiment, the RMS and power factor (the shift in phase of the current signal when compared to the
voltage signal) values are calculated over a number of mains cycles, to improve the signal to noise ratio.
[0051] In an embodiment, a real power value Pl for a window I is calculated at the processor 9 using the expression: 

where N is the number of samples in each window I and vn(t) and in(t) are the current and voltage values for the sample
n of the voltage and current signals, with or without background removed. For a 10kHz read frequency in a country with
50Hz main power, where the window corresponds to 1 mains cycle, N = 200.
[0052] In an embodiment, an apparent power value |S|l for a window I is calculated at the processor 9 from: 

[0053] In an embodiment, real power, apparent power and RMS power are all calculated.
[0054] Real power corresponds to the apparent power multiplied by the power factor (the shift in phase of the current
signal when compared to the voltage signal).
[0055] Monitoring the performance of the electrical appliance may comprise repeatedly generating a set of one or
more features using the power consumption data and comparing each generated feature set to comparison data at the
processor 9.
[0056] In an embodiment, a portion of the power consumption data may be analysed at regular time intervals. The
feature set corresponding to the current time interval may be compared with a feature set generated for a previous time
interval or to a stored pre-determined feature set for example. The time interval may be a 24 hour period. An average
feature set for a 24 hour period may be generated from multiple feature sets for a number of periods within the 24 hour
period for example. For example, a feature set comprising one or more features for each 5400 second period in 24 hours
may be generated. The average value of each feature is then determined. The final feature set corresponds to the
average value of each feature for the 24 hour period.
[0057] Alternatively, the power consumption data may be monitored for an event, and a portion of data identified
corresponding to the event then analysed. The feature set corresponding to the current portion is then compared with
a feature set generated for a previous event or a stored pre-determined feature set for example.
[0058] Monitoring for an event may comprise monitoring the power consumption signal for a change in magnitude
greater than a threshold value for example. The threshold value depends on the appliance and may be pre-selected or
determined and then stored in the plug for example. In an embodiment, a change is detected by calculating the difference
between adjacent power samples in the real power time series signal, referred to as the deltapower. When the deltapower
value exceeds the threshold value, an event is detected. Alternatively, an event may be detected only if the sum of the
deltapower values within a specified time window exceeds the threshold value for example. The time window again may
be appliance dependent. In an embodiment, the time window is 600ms. In an embodiment, where the utility consumption
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signal comprises a split or three phase electrical signal, monitoring for a change in the magnitude of the input signal
may comprise monitoring the power consumption signal corresponding to each phase, where a change detected in any
of the signals is registered as a change. When a change is detected, a portion of the power time series signal comprising
the detected change in magnitude is extracted and stored, and a feature set comprising one or more features extracted.
[0059] For example, a kettle has only two states (on or off) with a power draw between 100 and 2000 watts in the on
state for example, therefore the event detection threshold (to analyse the signal or upload information to the cloud for
example) may be set to a value within this range, for example at 800 Watts or 300 Watts. For a washing machine, which
has various low power components, the threshold may be set at the minimum possible value corresponding to an event
(determined from historic or model data). In an embodiment, this threshold is 10 Watts. Other appliances may have
different thresholds depending on their operational states and power consumption. The threshold value for the appliance
is stored in the plug.
[0060] The comparison data may be generated using one or more feature sets previously generated using power
consumption data from previously measured current and voltage. Alternatively, a pre-determined feature generated by
the manufacturer for the particular model may be used for example.
[0061] The feature set may comprise information relating to a switch on frequency of one or more components of the
electrical appliance. This may be average frequency of switch on of the component over a period of time. This may be
the number of times the component switches on in a fixed time period. This may be the average number of times the
component switches on in the fixed time period, where the average is taken over a longer fixed time period. This may
be the duty cycle (i.e. time since the last switch off of the component) or average duty cycle.
[0062] The feature set may comprise information relating to a duration of switch on time of one or more components
of the electrical appliance.
[0063] The feature set may additionally or alternatively comprise other information relating to an event during an
operation cycle.
[0064] The feature set may comprise amount of power consumed over a period of time.
[0065] The feature set may comprise amount of power consumed at regular intervals during a time period identified
using an event.
[0066] The feature set may comprise duration of an event.
[0067] The feature set may comprise time of occurrence of an event within an operation cycle.
[0068] Extraction of a feature set comprising one or more features which are used for performance monitoring will be
described in more detail in relation to the examples below.
[0069] Comparing the feature sets may comprise identifying a decrease in performance when a difference between
the value of a feature in the current generated feature set and the value of the feature in the comparison data passes a
threshold difference for example. Alternatively, comparing the feature sets may comprise identifying a decrease in
performance when the value of a feature in the current generated feature set passes a threshold value for example (i.e.
falls below a minimum threshold, or rises above a maximum threshold). Alternatively, comparing the feature sets may
comprise identifying a decrease in performance when the value of a feature in the current generated feature set does
not reach a target value for example (i.e. does not reach a maximum value or does not drop to a minimum value). This
will be described in more detail in relation to the examples below.
[0070] For a plug attached to a particular appliance or appliance type the processor is pre-programmed or configured
to extract a particular type of data, i.e. one or more particular features from the power consumption data. The plug may
also comprise stored information specific to the particular appliance or appliance type used for comparison.
[0071] The processor 9 may be further configured to determine the status of the appliance (for example whether the
device is "on" or "off"). This may be determined from information relating to the position of the switch 5 (e.g. relay - "on"
or "off"). Information relating to the position (i.e. setting) of the switch 5 may be sent from the switch controller 12 to the
processor. The status may additionally be determined from information relating to whether the appliance is drawing any
current or power from the power supply, i.e. whether it is operational or not. Information relating to whether the appliance
is drawing power may be sent from the current and/or voltage sensors 4 to the processor 9. Based on this information,
the processor determines the status of the appliance. Information relating to the status of the appliance may additionally
be transmitted from the comms device 10.

Example 1

[0072] By way of example, the plug could be attached to a fridge or freezer to analyse and store the power consumption
information of the fridge or freezer over time, here-in-after referred to as extracting and storing a feature set. When, for
example, the fridge or freezer seal starts to wear and fails to seal the appliance door properly, the ingress of warmer air
into the appliance would increase the internal temperature quicker than when the seal was intact. The internal thermostat
would trigger the appliance compressor to switch on more frequently to compensate for the increase in temperature.
This variation in the electricity consumption pattern would initially be subtle but would eventually be significant enough
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to differentiate from normal operation. Given the plug has built a history of the said appliance power cycles and patterns,
the plug would be able to raise an alarm in the form of communication with external devices indicating that the fridge
may need servicing.
[0073] In further detail, during a normal operation cycle the fridge or freezer turns on the compressor motor at intervals
depending on the temperature requirements of the appliance. These regular intervals and their occurrence during the
day and night are recorded and stored. The turn-on cycles are then compared to the feature sets collected during the
previous years of operation. Should the appliance door seal start to fail and leak warm air into the appliance, the
compressor motor is forced to turn on more regularly in order to maintain the desired temperature. This is known as the
switch on frequency. Typically for a domestic fridge or freezer, the data shows that the switch on frequency increases
over time, however if the appliance is performing well, the increase in switch on frequency is typically less than 1 minute
over the course of a number of years. When a door seal starts failing the motor is turned on more frequently, typically
2 to 3 minutes earlier than the same cycles in the previous years of operation. This depends on the severity of the seal
failure.
[0074] In this example, the electrical appliance is a fridge or freezer type appliance. A flow chart showing the method
of performance monitoring described is shown in Figure 4. The current and voltage data measured by the sensors is
input to the processor 9 in S1, which determines the power consumption data in S2 as has been described previously
(for example by determining real power, apparent power and RMS power signals).
[0075] A feature set comprising one or more features is then extracted from the power consumption data. In this
example, the feature set comprises information relating to a switch on frequency (for example average number of times
the component switches on in a fixed time period and/or a duty cycle) of the compressor motor in the device. The
information may comprise the average number of times the compressor switched on in a 5400 second period, the average
being taken over the last 24 hours for example.
[0076] Although the example describes using information relating to switch on frequency, additionally or alternatively
the duration of each switch on period may be used as a feature, for example. In this case, an increase in the duration
as identified using the benchmark data indicates a fault in the seal.
[0077] The processor is configured to extract information relating to the compressor switch on times from the power
consumption data. Each compressor switch on event is identified from the power consumption data in S3. The compressor
event for a particular appliance may be identified by an increase in magnitude greater than a particular threshold, where
the threshold is set for the particular appliance for example. A compressor can consume anything between 20W and
2000W depending on the type of appliance. The threshold may be set in this range for example. An event identified in
any of the real power, apparent power and RMS power signals may be counted as an event for example. Similarly, an
event identified in any of the two or three phase signals may be counted as an event for example.
[0078] A time stamp corresponding to the switch on time is stored for each identified switch on event. The switch-off
time may also be recorded. This time stamp data is then used to determine information relating to a switch on frequency.
For example, the processor may determine how many times the compressor switched on during each 5400 second
period over the last 24 hour period from the time stamps, and then take the average of these. Thus in S4, the number
of switch-on events in each 5400 second time period is determined. In S5, the average is taken from all of the 5400
second time periods in the previous 24 hours. This average value is the extracted feature. Thus in this example, the
processor 9 is configured to extract one feature relating to the switch-on frequency for every 24 hour period. Alternatively,
the processor may determine the average number of times that the compressor switches on during a 24 hour period,
the average being calculated as a rolling average over a number of days, for example 7 days. In this case, there is still
one value extracted every 24 hours, however the value corresponds to the number of times the compressor switches
on during 24 hours. In this example, the feature set is thus generated regularly, for example every 24 hours.
[0079] Additionally, one or more of the average power consumed (real, apparent and RMS power), the power factor,
the Fourier transform of the on-cycle, the Fourier transform of a period (e.g. 500ms) before turn-on and the Fourier
Transform of a period (e.g. 500ms) after turn-off may be recorded.
[0080] The processor may then compare the current value of the switch-on frequency information (e.g. corresponding
to the current 24 hour period) to a bench mark value in S6, which may be a value calculated during a previous time
period, or simply be a stored value or table of values for the model (which may be stored on the plug device or externally
for example). For example, the processor may compare the average value corresponding to the current 24 hours to the
average value generated for the same 24 hour period in the previous year. If the value differs from the benchmark by
an amount greater than a threshold then a fault in the seal of the door is identified. In an embodiment, the threshold is
0.15 on the Z-score scale (normalized standard deviation), corresponding to 15%. If the present value increases by
more than 15% of the benchmark value from the benchmark value, then a fault in the seal is identified.
[0081] When detected, information indicating that there is a fault is then sent to the transmitter 10, and transmitted in
S7, for example to a user or supplier. In an embodiment, the information is transmitted through an API. The information
may comprise the appliance identification, the fault detected, optionally the reasoning behind the fault detection and
optionally the raw data on which the decision was taken. Information may also be sent to the illuminators 12, in response
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to which one or more illuminators are illuminated to indicate that there is a fault. Information may also be sent to the
switch control, such that it may switch off the appliance.
[0082] The above described method may also be used to monitor for a fault where the plug is attached to a heating,
ventilation and/or air conditioning system, for example a HVAC, or to a boiler pump for example.

Example 2

[0083] By way of a further example, the plug could be attached to a washing machine or dishwasher to analyse and
store the power consumption information of the appliance over time. When for example the internal drain pipe works or
filters start restricting due to foreign debris getting trapped within the said pipe works or filters, the draining duration of
the appliance would progressively take longer until the point when the pipes or filters are completely blocked and the
appliance never drains. Given the plug has built a history of the appliance power cycles and patterns, the plug would
be able to raise an alarm in the form of communication with external devices indicating that the appliance may need
servicing or its filters cleaned.
[0084] In further detail, during normal operation the water draining portion of the washing cycle typically takes no more
than 2 seconds per litre of water. Typically, a washing machine fills with 5 to 7 litres of water at any one time. Therefore,
the maximum time to drain all the water should not exceed 10 to 15 seconds depending on the model. The benchmark
time may be determined through historic feature set analysis and storage. If a blockage starts forming in the drain pipe,
the drain cycle would take longer. By way of example, if a drain pipe restricted to a 2mm opening, the drain cycle is
extended to around a 100 seconds. When the drain pipe is completely blocked the drain cycle extends to 300 seconds
before the washing machine stops working and displays an error warning.
[0085] Example data for a washing machine fault developing is depicted in FIG. 5. Referring to FIG. 5, part 1 encap-
sulates the drain portion of a washing machine cycle during normal operation and without any restrictions to the drain
pipe works or filters. Part 2 encapsulates the drain portion of a washing machine cycle with the drain pipe restricted to
a 2mm opening simulating the internal drain pipe works or filters starting to restrict due to foreign debris getting trapped
within the pipe works or filters. Part 3 encapsulates the drain portion of a washing machine cycle when the drain pipe is
completely blocked.
[0086] In this example, the electrical appliance is a washing machine or dishwasher type appliance. A flow chart
showing the method of performance monitoring described is shown in Figure 6. The current and voltage data measured
by the sensors is input to the processor 9 in S1, which determines the power consumption data in S2 as has been
described previously (for example by determining real power, apparent power and RMS power signals).
[0087] A feature set comprising one or more features is then extracted from the power consumption data. The feature
comprises information relating to the duration of an event, i.e. the duration of a drain event. Each drain event is identified
from the power consumption data in S3. An event identified in any of the real power, apparent power and RMS power
signals may be counted as an event for example. Similarly, an event identified in any of the two or three phase signals
may be counted as an event for example.
[0088] The processor is configured to extract information relating to a drain start time and drain end time from the
power consumption data. Each drain start and subsequent drain end is identified from the power consumption data. The
drain pump motor switch on may be identified based on the total power consumption delta i.e. the change in power
between a data point and the previous data point being greater than a threshold indicates a start time, and the change
in power between a data point and the previous data point being less than a threshold indicates the drain end time.
Depending on the appliance, the threshold may be in the range 15W to 45W for example. Alternatively or additionally,
the shift in phase of the current when compared to the voltage (referred to as the power factor) may be continuously
monitored for a change indicating the start and end of the drain time. Alternatively or additionally, the magnitude of one
or more harmonic components of the current signal may be monitored for a change indicating the start and end of the
drain time.
[0089] A time stamp corresponding to a drain start is identified and stored. A time stamp corresponding to a subsequent
drain end is then identified and stored. These time stamps are then used to determine a duration of the drain event.
Thus the turn-on time and turn off time, or alternatively just the duration, may be stored for each drain event. Thus in
S4, the duration of each identified drain event is calculated.
[0090] Additionally, the average power consumed (real, apparent and RMS, the power factor, the Fourier transform
of the on-cycle, the Fourier transform for 500ms before turn-on and the Fourier Transform for 500ms after turn-off may
be recorded and stored for example.
[0091] The processor then compares each duration value to a bench mark value, which may be a previous value, an
average drain event duration value calculated from previous values or may be a stored value or table of vales for the
model (which may be stored on the device or externally for example). For example, the processor may compare each
drain event duration value to an average drain event duration value generated from all previously recorded values. If
the current value differs from the benchmark value by greater than or equal to a threshold then a fault is identified,
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whereby the pipes or filters are blocked. In an embodiment, the threshold is 0.20 on the Z-score scale (normalized
standard deviation), corresponding to 20%. Thus if the current drain duration value increases from the average of all
previous drain event duration values by more than 20% of the average drain event duration value, a fault is identified,
whereby the pipes or filters are blocked.
[0092] In an embodiment, the benchmark value is learned from previous cycles, for example the benchmark is an
average value of two or more previous cycles. In an embodiment, there are multiple benchmark values depending on
the program being used by the washing machine. The particular washing machine program is identified as a pattern of
switch-on and switch-off cycles in the power consumption data, and if a new program is used (that the device has never
seen before and does not match any of the previously recorded patterns) then a new benchmark is ’learned’, i.e. the
value for this program is stored, and if the program is used again, an average value over the times the program is used
is taken. If a previously used program (with a learned benchmark) is used, then the drain event duration benchmark
value corresponding to that program is used to compare to the present drain event duration value.
[0093] Information indicating that there is a fault is then sent to the transmitter 10, and transmitted, for example to a
user or supplier. In an embodiment, the information is transmitted through an API. The information may comprise the
appliance identification, the fault detected, optionally the reasoning behind the fault and optionally the raw data on which
the decision was taken. Information may also be sent to the illuminators 12, in response to which one or more illuminators
are illuminated to indicate that there is a fault. Information may also be sent to the switch control, such that it may switch
off the appliance.

Example 3

[0094] In a further example, the plug is attached to an electric vehicle charging system, in which the processor in the
plug determines power consumption data and monitors the performance of the electric vehicle using the power con-
sumption data during charging. The plug is then configured to communicate information relating to the performance of
the electric vehicle. The plug may further be configured to control the charging schedule of the electric vehicle and
provide flexible electric vehicle charging. The plug may further be configured to transmit information relating to the status
of the vehicle.
[0095] The performance of the electric vehicle may be monitored based on one or more of the instantaneous real,
apparent and/or RMS power being consumed, the overall real, apparent and/or RMS power being consumed for the
duration of the charging time, the power factor and/or harmonics.
[0096] For example, the instantaneous power can indicate a short-circuited cell within the electric vehicle. For example,
if the instantaneous power draw is detected to be above a certain threshold (dependent on battery chemistry and size),
then a fault whereby there is a short-circuited cell within the electric vehicle is detected.
[0097] The overall power consumption can indicate an open-circuit cell within the electric vehicle, since the battery
will never reach maximum voltage and therefore the charger will attempt to keep charging the batteries resulting in
further damage to the other cells within the battery. Thus the overall power data can be monitored to determine if it
reaches a maximum value within a particular time period, whereby if it doesn’t reach a maximum value within the time
period, a fault is detected, namely an open-circuit cell.
[0098] Changes in the power factor and harmonics can also indicate a fault developing within the electric vehicle system.
[0099] In an embodiment, the plug is able to detect pattern changes in the appliance current and/or voltage require-
ments, frequency of the patterns or any other variation in its power demand, and communicate the reported changes to
the user and/or the manufacturer of the appliance.
[0100] By way of example only, fridges, freezers, tumble dryers, dish washers, air conditioning units and many other
domestic appliances exhibit similar changes when the efficiency of the appliance deteriorates. The plug may monitor
and report such changes.
[0101] In an embodiment, the plug is also able to turn the appliance on or off depending on demand response capabilities
imposed or suggested from various energy providers or energy institutions in order to operate the appliance within the
time frame of the most efficient electricity tariffs.
[0102] In an embodiment, the processor 9 is further configured to receive information from one or more external
sources via the communication module 10 and control the set of illuminators 12 (or other type of display module) in order
to give feedback to the user regarding whether using the attached appliance would translate into a higher cost than
deferring the use of the appliance to a later time when electricity might be cheaper.
[0103] The information from external sources can be, by way of example only, from a time of use tariff database, a
smart meter, and/or a demand-side-response system provided by a utility.
[0104] "Pattern changes" may refer to changes in a collected feature set before and after the occurrence of a fault or
a developing fault. In turn, a benchmark feature set may comprise an aggregation of the historic performance of the
appliance. The performance data represents an understanding of the appliance power consumption at various instances
within its operational cycle. The immediate power consumption cycle is then compared to historic benchmark data to
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infer performance degradation.
[0105] The feature set may comprise varying levels of data depending on the type of appliance being monitored. In
an embodiment, a feature set includes one or more of: (a) the on/off frequency or on/off duration, depending on the
appliance (for example for the last 61 months); (b) the power (for example current, voltage, power factor and their
relationship to each other) consumption (for example over the last 61 months); (c) the average power consumption per
hour since the appliance or plug was installed; (d) raw data from the current and voltage sensors for one second around
every event.
[0106] An event may be considered as a change in power consumption above a certain threshold, for example over
a set time period, for example a sudden change.
[0107] In an embodiment, only 1 days’ worth of event data is stored on the device, and this is uploaded to external
servers overnight, as described in further detail below.
[0108] More specifically, the AC or DC voltage and current being supplied to the appliance through its power cord B,
passes through the plug and is detected by the current and voltage sensors 4. In an embodiment, the current and voltage
sensors 4 read the respective current and voltage powering the appliance in real-time. In an embodiment, the current
and voltage sensors 4 read the respective current and voltage powering the appliance at rates between a hundred times
per second and ten million times per second, depending on the appliance requirements and determined by the micro-
controllers or by external sources communicating with the microcontrollers. These rates are hereinafter called ’read
frequency’. The output from the voltage and current sensors may be digitized by one or more analogue to digital converters
(ADC) 7 and the resultant output of the ADC, hereinafter called ’raw data’, is passed on to the microcontrollers 9 for
analysis, storage and communication.
[0109] The microcontrollers 9 may be built into one or more various printed circuit boards and may contain additional
peripherals. The microcontrollers and other low voltage peripherals may be protected from the high voltage or current
AC or DC electricity by means of an isolation barrier 6. The isolation barrier 6 may be a physical separation from the AC
or DC electricity or through fit for purpose electronic isolation components. By way of example only, the low voltage
peripherals may include one or more of the following: a real-time clock, RAM memory, back-up batteries, voltage and
or current conditioning circuits and filters, isolating circuits, non-volatile memory, fixed or removable data storage or any
other such peripheral for the correct operation and safety of the plug.
[0110] The current sensors 4 employed may be differential type sensors such as differential Hall Effect sensors.
Alternatively, other current sensors may also be used, such as magnetic pick-up devices with current sensing inductors,
for example of a differential type for both AC and DC current monitoring. Alternatively, a low value resistor connected
in series to the appliance live or neutral line may also be used. A voltage sensor is also employed. The voltage sensors
and the current sensors sample the voltage and current being supplied to the appliance at the read frequency generating
the raw data through the ADC 7. The raw data is analysed and stored by the embedded programs running on the
microcontrollers and their peripherals 9. The results of the analysis and optionally the raw data are communicated to
external resources through the local area network communication devices 10.
[0111] The local area network communication devices, by way of example only, can be any communication device
such as WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, Z-Wave, or any other wireless communications method permissible to operate in a
domestic environment to form part of the local area network, including various protocols and wireless frequencies.
Alternatively, power-line carrier communication devices such as HomePlug, X10, or any other power-line carrier com-
munication method permissible to operate in a domestic environment to form part of the local area network, including
various protocols, frequencies and narrow or broad band methods may be used. The one or more various communication
devices are hereinafter called ’comms devices’ or connected devices’ or ’comms module’.
[0112] The communication devices may communicate using a plurality of protocols and/or frameworks. Such frame-
works may include a public or private permissioned blockchain framework. The blockchain framework may be used to
communicate the information relating to the performance of the appliance. The blockchain framework may also be used
to transmit requirements and/or status of the appliance, either in addition to the performance information, or where the
performance information is transmitted using a different protocol. The block chain frame work may also be used for
communicating Demand-Side-Response information back to a utility or energy provider and/or used to trade energy
with neighbouring premises based on the requirements of the premises, either in addition to the performance information,
or where the performance information is transmitted using a different protocol.
[0113] In an embodiment, all information that is transmitted to the cloud server is put on a blockchain. All the information
is therefore on an immutable ledger. The information may be used by the appliance owner (which may be the resident
of the house, landlord or the owner renting out the appliance with a pay-per-use system for example). All the transmitted
information is added to a smart contract that resides on the distributed ledger. The smart contract is added to a block
on the chain. In addition, the plug’s switch (relay) may be controlled over the blockchain framework. The smart contract
may be accessible to the owner and user of the appliance. The block chain may be used for consumption monitoring
and/or usage monitoring as well as performance monitoring. It may be linked to a payment system, for example through
a token or Fiat currency.
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[0114] External resources that do not form part of the plug may also be employed, by way of example only, for additional
storage, further analysis and/or user information (e.g. historic usage information, historic power consumption, perform-
ance information, etc), however in an embodiment, the plug may be able to fully operate without the employment of such
external resources. In fact, in one embodiment, a locally connected device such as a tablet or smart phone, communicating
directly with the plug is able to display current and historical usage information of the appliance and/or control various
aspects of the programs running on the microcontrollers of the plug and/or turn the said appliance on or off. In an
embodiment, all of the analysis performed on the plug is repeated on the cloud for confirmation. In addition, the data
may be compared to other similar appliances from other installations (other users) to compare performance data on the
cloud.
[0115] In another embodiment, the plug forms part of a local connected device network that may host a plethora of
unrelated devices and one or more of the said plug. One or more wireless devices communicate with the one or more
of the said plug through the said network in order to display current and historical usage information of the said appliance
and/or control various aspects of the programs running on the microcontrollers of the said plug and/or turn the said
appliance on or off.
[0116] In another embodiment, the plug forms part of a local area network that may host a plethora of unrelated devices
and one or more of the said plug and is connected to the internet by various means. By way of example only, such
means of being connected to the internet may be through a local router that is in turn connected to a telephone line or
modem that enables data to be exchanged with the internet, or through a local wireless modem that enables direct
exchange of information with the internet over a wireless medium. One or more wireless devices communicate with the
plug through the network or through the internet in order to display current and historical usage information of the
appliance and/or control various aspects of the programs running on the microcontrollers of the plug and/or turn the
appliance on or off.
[0117] In yet another embodiment, the plug forms part of a local area network that may host a plethora of unrelated
devices and one or more of the said plug and is connected to the internet by various means as described further below.
One or more wireless devices communicate with the said plug through the network or through the internet in order to
display usage information of the appliance and/or transfer raw data or processed data information of the appliance and/or
control various aspects of the programs running on the microcontrollers of the plug and/or turn the appliance on or off.
In addition, the plug may be able to communicate over the internet to off-site servers for the purpose of communicating
the results of the analysis and optionally the raw data for further analysis, and/or to display current and historical usage
information of the appliance and/or control various aspects of the programs running on the microcontrollers of the plug
and/or turn the appliance on or off.
[0118] In yet another embodiment, the plug is able to download performance information or an entire firmware version
pertaining to the same or similar appliances, from off-site servers in order to tailor its operation and analysis information
for the specific appliance. For example, benchmark and/or threshold information may be downloaded to the plug and
used for the comparison step.
[0119] FIG. 3 illustrates a "smarter" plug circuit assembly and case assembly according to an embodiment. The outer
case 1a and 1b house standard 3-prong type plug contacts, including Live/Hot, Neutral, and Earth/Ground, which col-
lectively (2) are connected to the high voltage circuit board 7 through a user accessible fuse 3. Any other alternative
plug design may be used however.
[0120] The high voltage circuit board 7 comprises one or more of: one or more power supplies 8, one or more current
and voltage sensors, one or more electronic switches and a terminal block for user wireable power cord 5. The power
cord 4 is in turn passed through a cable gland 6 to support cable movement stresses. Additionally the high voltage circuit
7 board is physically separated from the low voltage circuit board 9 and power and signal connections are isolated
through the employment of electronic isolation components, herein referred to as the isolation barrier. The isolated
analogue signal is connected to the ADC through the isolation barrier where the signal is digitised into raw data.
[0121] In an embodiment, the raw data is passed onto the microcontrollers and other peripherals for analysis, storage
and communication. The said microcontrollers and peripherals are able to pass the data onto the comms devices 10.
The comms devices, by way of example only, can be WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, Z-Wave, or any other wireless commu-
nications method permissible to operate in a domestic environment to form part of the local area network, including
various protocols and wireless frequencies. Alternatively, power-line carrier communication devices such as HomePlug,
X10, or any other power-line carrier communication method permissible to operate in a domestic environment to form
part of the local area network, including various protocols, frequencies and narrow or broad band methods may be used.
[0122] The microcontrollers and peripherals may also be able to pass the data onto storage modules, whether fixed
or removable type storage. The storage modules can be any non-volatile fixed or removable storage, by way of example
only, such as USB driver, SD Cards, SSD drives, Hard-disks, and any other form of storage medium whether user
removable or internally fixed medium permissible to operate in a domestic environment including various protocols and
methods.
[0123] The said microcontrollers and peripherals may also be able to control and receive feedback from the set of
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illuminators and switches respectively. The illuminators may be of LED type and provide the user with feedback of a
visual nature on the status and operation of the device. The switches provide a means for the user to interact with the
plug at a basic level, by way of example only, to switch the said appliance on or off, and/or store the data of an event,
and/or set the plug into different modes of operation such as initializing communication to a wireless medium, and/or
reset the plug to factory defaults and/or any other functions pre-programmed into the microcontrollers and peripheral or
functions determined by the external resources communicating with the plug.
[0124] In an embodiment, the processor 9 is further configured to control and receive feedback from one or more other
energy sources via the communication module 10 and control the one or more other energy sources to release energy
for use by the attached appliance. The energy source can be, by way of example only, a battery storage system storing
electricity, a solar panel generating electricity whether through an inverter or supplying the electricity directly, or any
other energy storage or generation system located within or external to the premises.
[0125] For example, the plug may control a battery via an API to release or store energy. The plug, being connected
to the same network infrastructure (for example wirelessly) as the battery, may be configured to use an API to instruct
the battery that power is required for the appliance, since the appliance has turned on or is preparing to turn on. The
plug may also transmit the probable energy usage (future demand) of the appliance to the battery, or another device
that commands the battery, to reserve energy for the appliance.
[0126] In an embodiment, there is provided a self-contained, in-line electrical plug encapsulating a number of miniature
printed circuit boards assembled into the plug body such that the AC or DC electricity from an electrical socket passes
through the plug to the appliance wire directly. The circuit boards may comprise one or more power supplies, microcon-
trollers, current sensors, voltage sensors, electronic switches such as a relays, illuminated indicators and comms devices.
The plug may be able to read voltage and current at high frequency to store, analyse and communicate the performance
of the appliance. The plug may also be capable of turning the appliance on or off when instructed by the internal
microcontrollers or external sources. The plug may be able to monitor the performance of the appliance over time
detecting whether the appliance is operating efficiently and turn the appliance on or off depending on demand response
capabilities imposed or suggested through various energy providers. In an embodiment, the plug is also capable of
giving user feedback through a display module, for example illuminators. In an embodiment, the plug is also capable of
communicating using a blockchain framework. In an embodiment, the plug is also capable of controlling energy storage
or energy generation systems to make the most efficient use of the available electricity.
[0127] While certain embodiments have been described, these embodiments have been presented by way of example
only, and are not intended to limit the scope of the inventions. Indeed the novel methods and apparatus described herein
may be embodied in a variety of other forms; furthermore, various omissions, substitutions and changes in the form of
methods and apparatus described herein may be made.

Claims

1. A power plug for coupling an electrical appliance to an electrical power supply, comprising:

a current sensor, configured to measure current supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance;
a voltage sensor, configured to measure voltage supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance;
a processor configured to:

determine power consumption data from data relating to the current and voltage measurements made by
the current and voltage sensors;
monitor the performance of the electrical appliance using the power consumption data;

a transmitter, configured to transmit information relating to the performance of the electrical appliance.

2. The power plug according to claim 1, wherein monitoring the performance of the electrical appliance comprises:

repeatedly generating a feature set using the power consumption data, wherein the feature sets comprise one
or more features;
comparing each generated feature set to comparison data.

3. The power plug according to claim 2, wherein the comparison data is generated using one or more feature sets
previously generated using power consumption data from previously measured current and voltage measurements.

4. The power plug according to claim 2, further comprising:
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a memory module, comprising non-volatile memory and configured to store the generated feature sets, wherein
repeatedly generating a feature set comprises:

monitoring the power consumption data for an event;
extracting a portion of the power consumption data, the portion being identified using the event;
extracting the feature set from the portion.

5. The power plug according to claim any of claims 2 to 4, wherein the feature set comprises one or more of: information
relating to a switch on frequency of one or more components of the electrical appliance, information relating to a
duration of switch on time of one or more components of the electrical appliance, information relating to an event
during an operation cycle, amount of power consumed over a period of time, amount of power consumed at regular
intervals during a time period identified using an event, duration of an event, time of occurrence of an event within
an operation cycle.

6. The power plug according to claim 5, wherein information relating to switch on frequency comprises one or more
of: the number of times the component switches on in a fixed time period, the average number of times the component
switches on in a fixed time period where the average is taken over a longer fixed time period, the time between a
switch on and switch off, and the average time between a switch on and switch off..

7. The power plug according to any preceding claim, wherein the current sensor is configured to measure current
supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance at a first sampling frequency and wherein the voltage sensor
is configured to measure voltage supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance at a second sampling frequency,
wherein the second sampling frequency is greater than or equal to 1 MHz.

8. The power plug according to any of claims 2 to 7, wherein the processor is further configured to:
identify a decrease in performance when a difference between the current generated feature set and the comparison
data passes a threshold difference.

9. The power plug according to claim 8, further comprising:

an electronically controlled switch configured to allow power supply to the electrical appliance in a first config-
uration and prevent power supply to the electrical appliance in a second configuration;
the processor being further configured to:
instruct the switch to transition from the first configuration to the second configuration in response to an instruction
received at the communication module or in response to an identified decrease in performance or in response
to user input.

10. The power plug according to claim 8 or 9, further comprising:
a display module, configured to display when a decrease in performance is identified.

11. The power plug according to any preceding claim, wherein the performance is monitored in real-time.

12. The power plug according to any preceding claim, wherein the communication module is configured to communicate
with other locally networked devices.

13. The power plug according to any preceding claim, wherein the communication module is configured to communicate
over an internet connection.

14. An electrical appliance, comprising the power plug of any preceding claim.

15. A method of monitoring performance of an electrical appliance coupled to a power plug, comprising:

measuring current supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance;
measuring voltage supplied through the plug to the electrical appliance;
determining power consumption data from data relating to the current and voltage measurements made by the
current and voltage sensors;
monitoring the performance of the electrical appliance using the power consumption data;
transmitting information relating to the performance of the electrical appliance.
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